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Abstract: Fibers are promising materials being utilized in electronics, principally in the areas of
capacitors and sensors. In this study, we examine the effect of pyrolysis temperature on the electrical
conductive behavior and photosensitivity of a carbon-based fiber, which was made by electrospinning
a polymer solution containing polyacrylonitrile (PAN), polymethyl methacrylate (PMMA), and
dimethylformamide (DMF). Converting the polymeric fiber into a carbon fiber was performed
through the controlled pyrolysis during which oxidation, stabilization, and carbonization happened.
After oxidation at an elevated temperature, the linear polymer fiber was stabilized to have a backbone
structure. Then the oxidized fiber was treated in an even higher temperature range to be partially
carbonized under the protection of argon gas. We utilized multiple samples of the fibers treated at
various pyrolysis temperatures inside a heat furnace and examined the effects of the temperatures
on the properties. The partially carbonized fiber is highly active in view of electron generation
under photon energy excitation. The unique electrical and photovoltaic property are due to their
semiconducting behavior. The morphology of the specimen before and after the pyrolysis was
examined using scanning electron microscopy (SEM). The SEM images displayed the shrinkage of
the fiber due to the pyrolysis. There are two stages of pyrolysis kinetics. Stage I is related to the
oxidation of the PAN polymer. Stage II is associated with the carbonization and the activation energy
of carbonization is calculated as 118 kJ/mol.

Keywords: carbon fiber; pyrolysis; oxidation; carbonization; electrical property; photosensitivity;
carbonization kinetics; activation energy

1. Introduction

Traditionally, many lean towards the usage of metals in fiber and/or powder forms for good
electrical conductivity [1–3] and ceramics for high photosensitivity [4–6]. In the current decade, the
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use of carbon-based nanofibers has expanded dramatically due to their relative low cost to produce,
high stability, and unique structure [7–10]. In addition, it has low density and high surface area
to volume ratio, where the individual tube within the nanofiber mat is accompanied by large gaps
of space [11–15]. Carbon-based nanofibers have advantageous properties including good electrical
conductivity and strong adsorptive performance [16–20] that can be utilized for applications in the
fields of electronics and energy conversions. In contrast with most of the nanofibers heated to relatively
lower temperatures, carbon-based nanofibers can be heated to higher temperatures and display fairly
stable properties.

Although there is considerable research regarding the electrical conductivity of carbon nanofibers,
the effect of temperature has not been fully examined and studied. Similarly, the photosensitivity of
carbon-based nanofibers has been studied for biomedical applications [21], but there has not been
much attention regarding the photosensitivity of nanofibers for photoelectric energy converters and
optoelectronic sensors.

As a linear molecular chain polymer, polyacrylonitrile (PAN) can generate crosslinking through
chemical reactions during the stabilization and carbonization processes, as shown by Cipriani et al.
through the X-ray diffraction (XRD), Fourier transform infrared spectroscopy (FTIR), and Raman
spectroscopy studies of specimens under various heat treatment temperature conditions [22]. Schierholz
et al. [23] used the in-situ transmission electron microscopy (TEM) to examine the structural evolution of
an electrospun PAN fiber at various temperatures. Changes in fiber diameter and surface morphology
of the nanofiber were observed at the temperatures of 250 ◦C, 600 ◦C, 800 ◦C, and 1000 ◦C in the imaging
mode. In the concomitant high resolution TEM and electron diffraction mode, roughening of the
surface morphology and formation of turbostratic carbon with increasing carbonization temperature
at identical locations were shown. A differential scanning calorimetry (DSC) experiment showed a
broad exothermic peak at 308 ◦C in the stabilized PAN fiber, indicating the initial cyclization of the
structure at such a temperature [24]. This temperature is slightly lower than the melting temperature
of PAN (317 ◦C), but much higher than the glass transition temperature of PAN, which is 107.2 ◦C as
determined by the dynamic mechanical analysis (DMA) [25].

The studies of heat treatment on PAN focus on two major categories, i.e., low temperature
thermal oxidative stabilization [26–30] and high temperature carbonization [31–34]. Low temperature
treatment of PAN refers to the temperature range from room temperature up to 300 ◦C [26,27]. The
temperature range for the pre-carbonization of PAN-based carbon fiber is from 350 ◦C to 600 ◦C [28].
High temperature carbonization typically refers to the treatment in the temperature range from 800 ◦C
to 1300 ◦C and graphitization of the fiber is in the temperature range from 1300 ◦C up to 2100 ◦C [29].
The change in structure of the polymer is significantly affected by various factors in this temperature
range. The stereoregularity of the PAN precursor is one of such most important structural parameters
because the spatial alignment of the nitrile groups determines how active they are in the cyclization
reactions during thermal oxidative stabilization (TOS) procedures. Ghorpade et al. [26] found that the
more stereoregular of the PAN (co)polymer precursors, the higher the extents of cyclization, resulting
in higher concentrations of cyclized rings. The tensile strength and modulus of elasticity of the fiber
decrease with the oxidation. But they increase after the low temperature carbonization. The oxidation
and stabilization in the temperature range from 225 ◦C to 255 ◦C caused tensile strength and modulus
to decrease from 0.51 GPa to 0.27 GPa and from 10.11 GPa to 8.97 GPa, respectively. After carbonization,
the strength and modulus increase to 1.24 GPa and 69.39 GPa, respectively, as reported by Hameed
et al. [27]. Jing et al. [28] investigated the chemical structure evolution and mechanism during the
pre-carbonization of PAN-based stabilized fiber in the temperature range of 350–600 ◦C. They found
that in the first stage in the temperature range from 300 ◦C to 450 ◦C, the stabilized fiber demonstrated
cross-linking and aromatization reactions with gentle heat releasing. In the second stage at 450 ◦C
to 550 ◦C, active pyrolysis occurred. After pyrolysis, the fiber shows a fully aromatized structure.
The size of the aromatization rings is smaller than that of the rings before pyrolysis. Multiple steps
of low temperature stabilization can improve the mechanical strength of the carbon fiber. In one of
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the examples, the PAN precursor was first stabilized at 120 ◦C for 30 days, followed by the second
treatment in a multiple zone furnace with the four temperatures at 200 ◦C, 225 ◦C, 250 ◦C, and 275 ◦C.
After being stabilized for 40 min, the fiber was fully carbonized in nitrogen in the temperature range
from 900 ◦C to 1300 ◦C. The tensile strength was found 17% higher than the fiber processed by the
regular stabilization [30].

Blending a lower thermally stable polymer, for example polymethyl methacrylate (PMMA), into
polyacrylonitrile (PAN) prior to carbonization can change the physical and chemical properties of the
carbon fiber after high-temperature thermal treatment [31]. This is due to the fusion of PMMA into PAN,
which caused the expansion of the structure. PMMA addition can result in pore formation through the
volatilization and give-off the thermal degradation products. Joo et al. [32] made carbon films from
PMMA-PAN blends. The carbon films show the structures with a specific surface texture. The reason
for this is from the electrohydrodynamic instability of the interface between PAN and PMMA during
the precursor film formation in the electric field. PMMA and PAN have different dielectric constants.
The electric susceptibility of PAN/PMMA and the polymer blend/air interfaces along the electric field
changes. This facilitates some of the special pattern formation in the PAN and PMMA polymer blends.
Nitrogen blowing core–shell drops of PMMA and PAN coupled with electrospinning was performed to
make multilayered polymer fiber with PMMA core and PAN shell [33]. The subsequent heat treatment
led to the complete elimination of the core and carbonization of the shell. Eventually, carbon tubes
with an inner diameter of 50–150 nm and outer diameter of 400–600 nm, and their mats were obtained.
Emulsion polymerization of PMMA and PAN was used to prepare PMMA core/PAN shell particles [34].
The PMMA/PAN composite particles were stabilized in air at 250 ◦C and then carbonized in nitrogen
at 1000 ◦C during which all the PMMA cores turned into pores and the PAN shells were converted into
carbon shells. In this way, hollow carbon nanospheres (HCNs) were produced with cracking at the
carbon shells.

PAN fibers have found various applications as new structural or functional materials [35–41]. Li
et al. [35] made porous carbon nanofiber derived from immiscible PAN/PMMA for high-performance
lithium-sulfur batteries. The porous carbon nanofibers (PCNFs) served as coating layers on a glass fiber
(GF) separator to block polysulfide diffusion in Li-S batteries. The polyacrylonitrile (PAN)/polymethyl
methacrylate (PMMA) blends were electrospun and followed by thermal treatment, during which PAN
was converted to carbon while PMMA was decomposed to generate small open pores in the carbon
nanofiber matrix. In the review given by Gong et al. [36], it is described that the carbon precursor (PAN)
can be pre-organized into a well-defined nanostructure through phase-separation-driven self-assembly
induced by the presence of a sacrificial immiscible block such as butyl acrylate and methyl methacrylate.
Upon pyrolysis, the PAN domains were converted into graphitic carbon, whereas the sacrificial phase
was volatilized. The requirement for pore formation is that the PAN domains keep their cyclic, ladder,
and eventually crosslinked structures upon thermal treatment. It is also demonstrated that even before
the heat treatment, the electrospun PMMA/PAN blend polymer fiber mat has 10% higher porosity than
the pure PAN fiber mat has [37]. The stabilization of PAN can be achieved mainly by thermal treatment
in air [38]. The pre-heat-treatment irradiation of PAN can promote the crosslinking of the polymer
and thus shorten the time and/or lower the onset temperature for cyclization and aromatization [39].
On the contrary, to ensure high mechanical strength of the carbonized fiber, pure PAN is used as the
precursor and pore formation should be avoided. The homogeneous cross-section is the preferred
nanofiber structure, which can eliminate the failure prone shell–core structure. The core-shell feature
is taken as a major structural weakness in high strength nanofibers [40]. However, to increase the
toughness of nanofibers, creating nanoscale interfaces using polymer blends was proposed [41].

In this work, a PMMA-PAN based fiber has been made by the electrospinning process. The polymer
fiber underwent pyrolysis at various temperature conditions to obtain the partially carbonized nanofiber.
We examined and analyzed the effects of pyrolysis temperature on the electrical conductive behavior
and photosensitivity of the carbon-based nanofiber. The electrical resistance and conductance were
tested and measured by using an electrochemical analyzer, whereas the heat treatment temperature
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was raised by using a high temperature furnace with resistive heating wires. Scanning electron
microscopy (SEM) was used to reveal the difference in the structure and morphological features for the
fiber before and after pyrolysis. The activation energy associated with the carbonization reaction has
been determined.

2. Materials and Experimental Methods

0.25 g poly-acrylonitrile (PAN) polymer powder with the molecular weight of 150,000 and 0.25 g
poly-methyl methacrylate (PMMA) polymer powder with the molecular weight of 550,000 were
dissolved into 5 mL N,N-dimethylformamide (DMF) to form a precursor polymer solution. The
PAN polymer was supplied by Scientific Polymer Products, Inc., located in Ontario, New York, NY,
USA. The rest of the chemicals were purchased from Alfa Aesar, Ward Hill, MA, USA, without
further purification.

The samples of the carbon-based nanofiber came from the process of electrospinning. The precursor
solution was first drained into a medical-grade syringe which was obtained from McMaster-Carr,
located in Santa Fe Spring, CA, USA. The syringe was tested and cleaned using compressive air to
remove any particles and other clogging substances. There was a DC power supply (Mode CZE1000R
made by Spellman, located in Hauppauge, NY, USA) that generates a high voltage difference of up to
30 kV between the electrospinning nozzle and the collector plate. In this work, the DC voltage for
electrospinning was 10 kV. This voltage difference resulted in an electric force that slowly accelerates
the polymer solution flowing out at 0.01 mL/min from the syringe as shown in Figure 1a. Once out
of the spinning tip of the needle connected with the syringe, the precursor accelerated quickly and
followed the convective flow that transformed the liquid into a solid state of a polymer fiber. The
spinning collector plate collected the fiber strands that were extracted and prepared for the subsequent
processing steps.
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Figure 1. Fiber processing and pyrolysis instrumentation set-up: (a) electrospinning illustration; (b)
heat treatment furnace.

Following the extraction from the collector plate, the PAN-PMMA polymer fiber was cut into
separate pieces for pyrolysis at different treatment temperatures. The samples were stored in a quartz
glass tube that was placed in a high temperature heat furnace made by MTI Corp. in Richmond, CA,
USA (Figure 1b). A variety of samples were oxidized at 250 ◦C through the reaction with oxygen in the
air. Some of the oxidized samples were heated to various temperatures above 250 ◦C in the quartz tube
chamber purged with Ar gas. Under the protection of the inert Ar gas, the polymer fiber was partially
carbonized at different pyrolysis temperatures including 450 ◦C, 500 ◦C, 550 ◦C, 600 ◦C, 650 ◦C, 700 ◦C,
750 ◦C, and 800 ◦C. To test if there was sufficient Ar gas in the reaction compartment, one of the valves
was shut off and the Ar gas was led through a tube into a cup of water. Bubbling in the water was an
indication of an adequate supply of the Ar gas. Each sample was heated up towards a specific target
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temperature in the span of two hours. The selected temperature was maintained for another two hours
and then the sample was naturally cooled down for about four to five hours, depending on the reached
temperature. The experimental set-up for oxidation and carbonization is shown in Figure 1b.

Electrical conductivity testing experiments were done for specimens heat treated at various
temperatures. The test on the electrical conductivity of the samples was performed with an
electrochemical analyzer, Mode CHI6005E made by CH Instrument Inc. located at Austin, TX,
USA. The samples of carbon-based fibers were strapped to a glass plate acting as a substrate, since
glass is an insulator and has low conductivity at room temperature. Each specimen was bound to the
glass plate with aluminum strips, a conducting material. The three probe method was utilized. The
resistance and conductance of the samples were calculated from the output current in amperes under
the added bias potential in the range of 0–1.0 V. To characterize the electrical conductive behavior of
the samples, the measurement system was set in the linear sweep voltammetry test mode, in which the
current is measured as a function of the linear increasing voltage between a working electrode and a
reference electrode. The initial voltage is 0 that goes to a final voltage of 1.0 V. The electrochemical
workstation had a scan rate of 0.1 V/s with a quiet time of 2 s and a data recording interval of 0.01 V
during the total scan time of 12 s.

Photon induced voltage data were taken using the same electrochemical analyzer to examine the
photovoltaic property of the fiber. The CHI6005E was set on the open circuit voltage function. A light
source was used to shine the specimens. The light ‘ON’ state was maintained by switching on the
fluorescent lamp. The ‘OFF’ state was achieved by using a dark screen blocking the light above the
specimens. The voltage data were recorded by a computer for further analysis.

Photosensitivity was determined using the same CHI6005E electrochemical analyzer. To test the
reaction to a switch of light, the open circuit potential (OCP) was recorded. The deviations in the OCP
between the switching on of the light and the switching off of the light were evaluated based on the
recorded time-dependent potential data. To implement this test, a screen that blocked out the light was
put on top of the specimen for ten seconds, followed by its removal for another 10 s to allow for the
light to shine through, and so on. The three probe method was used with the electrochemical analyzer
that allowed for the testing of the potential, in volts, when compared to the time passed, in seconds.

A JEOL6500 scanning electron microscope purchased from JEOL USA, Inc. located in Peabody,
Massachusetts, USA, with an energy dispersive X-ray diffraction attachment was used for the fiber
morphology observation and composition analysis. The SEM imaging experiment on the fiber
specimens processed under various conditions reveals the difference in morphological features,
especially the relationship between the gaps of air and tubes of the nanofiber. Electrons are generated
at the source (top of the column) and shoot out in a beam formation. The interaction of the electrons
with the sample produces ‘backscattered’ electrons (secondary electrons) that are collected by a nearby
detector and are able to form an image. Some samples were not conductive enough for a clear image
generated by the electrons, so gold coating was used. Gold has a high electron density that increases
the scattering of the electron beam and creates a clearer image with higher contrasts. The sputter
coating instrument was evacuated of oxygen to prevent the oxidation of the sample until the pressure
becomes 40 milli-Torr. Then, there was an injection of Ar gas to purge out the oxygen until the pressure
reached 65 milli-Torr. The current was set at 15 mA and there was a plasma discharge that allows for
the emission of gold nanoparticles onto the sample, and ready for SEM imaging.

3. Results and Discussion

3.1. Effect of Pyrolysis Temperature on Structure

The effect of pyrolysis temperature on the structure was examined microscopically. The SEM image
of the fiber heat treated at 250 ◦C is shown in Figure 2a. The transverse size of the fiber ranges from the
nanometer to micrometer range. Fairly thick fibers with the transverse size around several microns are
seen in this image, while most of the fibers are pretty fine in the size range of several hundred nanometers.
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Since 250 ◦C is a temperature for the oxidation and stabilization of the structure of PAN. Some PMMA
may generate molecular chain scission due to the thermal instability of the PMMA [34,35]. That is why the
cross section of the oxidization-processed fiber is not circular. Instead, irregular cross section shapes are
found. The size of the fiber is from micron scale to nanoscale. Some of the large sized fiber has a diameter
as thick as 5 µm, while some of the fine fiber is as thin as 600 nm. The average diameter of the fibers is
estimated around 1.5 µm. Figure 2b is the SEM image of the PMMA/PAN fiber heat treated at 450 ◦C.
Due to the dehydrogenation and ammonia gas give-off from the fiber, the weight loss could be as high as
40% as reported by Cipriani et al. based on the thermogravimetric analysis of PAN in the nitrogen inert
gas [22]. Some oligomers can also be released in the temperature range from 300 ◦C to 400 ◦C [42,43]. This
is why in Figure 2b, the size of the thicker fibers reduces to less than 2 µm. The average fiber size is about
1.0 µm. Further increase in the heat treatment temperature up to 600 ◦C increases the total weight loss
of the PAN-PMMA polymer fiber to about 50% [31]. The SEM image of the fiber specimen heat treated
at 600 ◦C is illustrated in Figure 2c. Due to the carbonization at this temperature, a further reduction
in the size of the fiber of approximately 5–7% was found [22,31]. The average fiber size is reduced to
about 900 nm. Much finer fiber filaments than those found in Figure 2a are seen in Figure 2d for the
specimen heat treated at 650 ◦C. This indicates that the temperature can affect the thickness and density
of the layers of carbon networks. In Figure 2a, the thickest fiber is almost 5 microns in diameter while
in Figure 2d, the thickest fiber is only around 1 micron. Most of the fiber filaments are in the nanoscale
level. Another noticeable difference in structure would be that in Figure 2a, the fibers are found to be
compacted physically together. These fiber strands are condensed and have very little space inside, giving
it a larger density. Figure 2d depicts strands that are not only thinner than those shown in Figure 2a, but
also at a smaller density, with gaps of space in between the individual fibers. These contrasting structural
differences should be the result of a different heating temperature and this may lead to differences in
the properties related to filtering such as air or fluid permeation. Further increase in the heat treatment
temperature to 800 ◦C does not change the size of the fiber significantly because the carbonized fiber
shows less than 3% weight loss in protective gas [31].
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3.2. Effect of Pyrolysis Temperature on the Electrical Property

The electrical conductive behavior of the carbon-based nanofiber was measured using the
three-probe method.

The relationship between the current, I, in amperes, and the scanning voltage, V, in volts are
plotted in Figures 3–5. Figure 3 show the I–V curves for the as-spun polymer fiber (at 20 ◦C) and the
oxidized fiber (at 250 ◦C). Figure 4 reveals the I–V curves of the fiber specimens heat treated in the
medium temperature range. Figure 5 presents the I–V curves of the carbonized fiber treated at even
higher temperature. Consistent with Ohm’s Law, V = IR, the slope of the graph relating I = V(1/R)
would be the reciprocal of the resistance (R) of the fiber. This property, known as electrical conductance,
is measured in the unit of Siemens (S), formerly known as the reciprocal of one Ohm, and is also
referred to as one Mho. While the resistance is the ability of a material to resist the current (flow of
electrons), electrical conductivity is a measurement of how well a material is able to conduct that
current. The I–V graph’s slope displays the conductance of the material, but is relative to the scale of
the number of amperes. In our experiment, the more negative exponent of the amperes exhibits a lower
conductance and higher resistance, while the less negative exponent of the ampere value displays a
higher conductance and therefore smaller resistance of the carbon-based fiber.
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Figure 3 shows the relatively low current, in amperes, and therefore a marginal electrical
conductivity of the carbon-based nanofiber heat treated to lower temperatures. The current peaks at a
power of 10 to the −9 in amperes, signifying that the material at that temperature is a largely insulating
material and not conductive. Figure 4 shows four samples with the treatment temperatures of 450 ◦C,
500 ◦C, 550 ◦C, and 600 ◦C. Evidently, the current peaks at a power of −8 in amperes. Compared with
the results shown in Figure 3, slightly larger current can be seen and therefore the fiber became slightly
more conductive. Its conductance is comparable to that of an intrinsic semiconducting material such
as high-purity Ge or Si [44–47].

Figure 5 shows a trend of increased conductivity due to the carbon fiber being heat treated in an
even higher temperature range from 650 ◦C to 800 ◦C. The fiber being treated at 800 ◦C has a peak I
value falling in 10 to the power of −3 in amperes, implying the highest conductivity of the material. In
this temperature range, the treated fiber shows the linear I–V characteristic, indicating that electron
hopping is the major conducting mechanism. From the results shown in Figures 3–5, it is evident that
the higher the treatment temperature, the higher the electrical conductivity of the fiber. After the heat
treatment at the temperature of 650 ◦C, the fiber is mostly carbonized and its conductivity is comparable
to that of a doped semiconductor. The pyrolysis in the temperature range from 700 ◦C to 800 ◦C allows
the fiber specimens to be conductive as comparable to heavily doped semiconducting materials.

3.3. Activation Energy of the Carbonization Reaction

The I–V data obtained at various temperature conditions were processed for identifying the
reaction mechanisms. First, the electrical resistance of the fiber, R, was calculated by V/I. Then the
logarithmic values of R were obtained. By plotting log(R) vs. the temperature T, it is found that
two straight lines can be obtained by linear fitting the data, indicating two stages of the pyrolysis
reactions. By examining the curves as shown in Figure 6, we found that the first stage (Stage I as
marked) corresponds to the temperature range from 20 ◦C up to 600 ◦C. In this stage, the polymer is
condensed and release moieties such as H2O, N2, NH3, HCN, H2, etc. The linear molecule of PAN
changes into a ring structure. The second stage (marked as Stage II) represents a change in the reaction
mechanism. In this stage, carbonization is the main reaction because the temperature is high. There is
a transition zone corresponding to the temperature range from 450 ◦C to 600 ◦C. The relation of log(R)
vs. the temperature T in this temperature range is not strictly linear due to the change in the reaction
mechanisms from oxidation control to carbonization control. Since multiple mechanisms exist in this
transition zone, the carbonization is considered starting at 450 ◦C.
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From the analysis of the results in Figure 6, it is clear that the carbonization of the fiber is essentially
a thermally activated process. Therefore, the reaction should follow the well-known Arrhenius
equation, i.e.,

σ
σo

= exp(−
Qc

kT
) (1)

where Qc is the activation energy for carbonization; σ is the conductance of the fiber at any selected
temperature T; k is the Boltzmann constant; and σo is a material property related constant.

Taking log on both sides of Equation (1) and rearranging the terms yields

log(σ) = −
Qc

kT
+ log(σo) (2)

Equation (2) shows a straight line between log(σ) and 1/T. From the slope of the line, the activation
energy can be determined. It is meaningful to examine the pyrolysis from the initiation of carbonization
at 450 ◦C to the fast carbonization at 800 ◦C within the whole pyrolysis temperature range to understand
the thermodynamics of the carbon fiber formation from polymers. Therefore, the data of logarithmic
conductance, log(σ), and the reciprocal of temperature, 1/T, were presented in Figure 7. The data points
can be fitted linearly and the line equation is shown on the plot. From the slope of the straight line, we
can determine the activation energy value for the carbonization as 117.778 kJ/mol.
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3.4. Photosensitive Property

To illustrate the potential applications of the partially carbonized fiber, the photonic property of
the fiber was examined. The semiconducting behavior of the fiber should allow the electron generation
under photon energy excitation. Our experiment examined the response of the carbon-based fiber in
relation to the turning on and off of a light source as shown in Figure 8a,b. The open circuit potential
was recorded by the same three probe method using the same CHI6005E. The data collected from the
specimen heat treated at 600 ◦C shown in Figure 8a reveals the behavior of a semiconducting fiber
material when adjusting the electron dispersion onto the surface of the sample. The data were plotted
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to generate the graph as the open circuit potential, in volts, against the time, in seconds. The procedure
consisted of allow light to shine down upon the sample for the first 10 s, then covered with a light
blocking material 10 cm away from the surface of the material for the next 10 s, and so on.
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The results in Figure 8a reveal the charge generation and electron–hole pair recombination
behavior of a typical semiconducting material under the visible light illumination. As shown by
earlier studies, the polymeric carbon obtained around 600 ◦C has the well-developed aromatic ring
structure containing unsaturated bonds such as C=O and C=N as shown by the 1668 cm−1 peak on
the FTIR absorbance spectra [22]. The conjugated nature of this structure allows localized electrons
being excited by photon energy. As shown in Figure 8a, the sharp, vertical increases in potential is
the reaction of the fiber to a suddenly ON of the light source. The light OFF period is characterized
by a drop in the potential. Such a switching behavior should be very useful for developing flexible
photon sensor. The photoelectric behavior is also applicable for the electricity generation by harvesting
solar energy. With a higher heat treatment temperature of 650 ◦C, the FTIR signal at the 805 cm−1 peak
goes down [22], indicating the decrease in the activities of the out-of-plane triazine rings. The in-plane
electron mobility increases. This allows the fast recombination of the electron–hole pairs. Therefore,
the photosensitivity of the carbonized fiber at this temperature as shown in Figure 8b dropped 10
times as compared with that of the fiber processed at 600 ◦C. At even higher temperature of 800 ◦C,
it is reported that the formation of turbostratic carbon crystallites occurs [40]. The carbonization is
pretty much completed and the carbonized structure starts reorganizing. Consequently, the electrical
conductivity increased a lot (Figure 5). The photon-induced electrons can move freely in the material.
Therefore, the photosensitivity disappeared as shown by the curve of Figure 8c.
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3.5. Role of PMMA

To examine the role of the polymer component PMMA in the fiber structure development during
the electrospinning and the subsequent pyrolysis process, the same electrospinning parameters as
described earlier in Section 2 were used to make PAN and PAN-PMMA fibers. Two solutions were
made for the comparative studies. To obtain PAN polymer fiber, 0.5 g poly-acrylonitrile (PAN) polymer
powder with the molecular weight of 150,000 was dissolved into 5 mL N,N-dimethylformamide (DMF).
The PAN-PMMA blend solution consists of 0.25 g poly-acrylonitrile (PAN) and 0.25 g poly-methyl
methacrylate (PMMA) in 5 mL N,N-dimethylformamide (DMF). The concentration of the total polymers
in DMF was kept the same. After the PAN and PAN-PMMA fibers underwent heat treatment at 250 ◦C
in air, high magnification (3000x) SEM images were taken from both types of fibers. Figure 9a is the
image of the PAN-PMMA polymer blend fiber. Figure 9b shows the image of the PAN polymer fiber.
Comparing the two images, we found that the size of the polymer blend is much bigger. The PAN
polymer fiber is more uniform in size. It is also found that the surface of the polymer blend fiber is
rougher; the fiber strands are connected to form a network structure.
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The reason for such the difference in the morphology of the two types of fibers can be explained
by the mass transport behavior of the polymers during the electrospinning process. Since PMMA and
PAN are immiscible [35], the phase separation of PAN and PMMA happened. Under the action of
the electric force during the electrospinning process, the PAN/PMMA interface is unstable because
of the difference in the dielectric constants of PAN and PMMA [32]. The separation of PAN and
PMMA can also promote the instability of the fiber/air interface. Consequently, the wavery interface
formed and surface roughness developed. Trenches and grooves along the longitudinal direction of
the PAN/PMMA fiber exist as shown by the large-sized filament in the lower left corner of Figure 9a.
For the single polymer case, PAN solution has very good spinnability and the fast evaporation of the
DMF allows the formation of the thin and uniform fiber filaments as illustrated in Figure 9b. In view of
the high connectivity of PAN-PMMA nanofiber filaments, it is considered that the addition of PMMA
can slow down the evaporation of the solvent DMF. Such a delay in the electrospinning makes the
polymer blend still under stretching and splitting. Moreover, the surface of the fiber still kept wet
when the fiber reached the target. Therefore, the collected fibers on the aluminum foil had the chance
of sticking to each other and the network feature can be seen in Figure 9a. Upon carbonization, the
connectivity of the fiber is helpful in forming continuous electron moving paths and improving the
conductivity of the material.

Adding PMMA into the PAN solution also influences the carbonization process. As mentioned
before in early studies, PMMA is a thermally decomposable polymer [34]. It completely decomposes
at temperatures between 250 ◦C and 400 ◦C. The controlled removal of PMMA from PAN in the
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carbonization process can generate porous and core–shell nanostructures. Such nanostructures increase
the adsorption capability of the fiber due to the high surface area for Li storage [37].

4. Conclusions

The temperature effects on the morphology, conductive behavior, and photosensitivity of a
PAN-PMMA polymer derived carbon fiber were studied and the following concluding remarks can
be made.

The addition of PMMA into PAN changes the electrospun fiber morphology by promoting the
fiber filament connectivity and increasing the size of the fiber. The phase separation of PAN and PMMA
causes the instability of the PAN/PMMA and polymer/air interfaces, which allows the development of
fiber surface roughness.

From just oxidized state (250 ◦C) to the moderate carbonized state (650 ◦C), the size of the
fiber reduced by more than 50% due to the structure change of the fiber. The higher the pyrolysis
temperature, the more conductive of the fiber. Two stages of pyrolysis reactions were observed. At
low to medium temperatures, the fiber undergoes oxidation and structure stabilization (Stage I). The
polymer fiber starts carbonization at 450 ◦C. At a higher temperature, the pyrolysis entered Stage
II, which is carbonization controlled. The carbonization reaction follows the Arrhenius law in the
temperature range from 450 ◦C to 800 ◦C. In this temperature range, the activation energy for the
carbonization reaction is determined as 118 kJ/mol.

Carbon-based nanofiber heat treated below 650 ◦C is highly sensitive to the presence of visible
light. The graph of the open circuit potential versus time revealed an increase in voltage for the
light ON phase and a decrease of voltage for the light OFF state, displaying the typical electron-hole
pair generation and recombination characteristics. With the increasing pyrolysis temperature, the
photosensitivity of the treated fiber changes. The polymeric carbon fiber obtained around 600 ◦C shows
the best photonic response, which is due to the well-developed aromatic ring structure generated by
pyrolysis. The conjugated structure allows localized electrons being excited effectively by photon
energy. Therefore, optical switching behavior is established. At a higher heat treatment temperature of
650 ◦C, the decrease in the activities of the out-of-plane triazine rings leads to the in-plane electron
mobility, which allows the fast recombination of the electron-hole pairs. Therefore, the photosensitivity
of the carbonized fiber at this temperature is reduced 10-fold. At an even higher temperature of
800 ◦C, the completion of carbonization allows the photon induced electrons to move freely in the
material. Therefore, the photosensitivity does not exist if the pyrolysis temperature is too high. The
carbon-based nanofiber heat treated below 650 ◦C shows potential for usage as a sensor material due
to its easily adjustable shape and high sensitivity along with its relatively cheap cost for production.
The PAN-PMMA derived carbon fiber may also find application for electricity generation due to the
demonstrated photovoltaic property.
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